Basket Press
Instructions for making juice with the Basket Press and Mill
Set Up
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make sure that the mill and press are set up on level ground, with access to a 240v
power supply (for the mill) and water (for apple & equipment washing).
The hopper is secured to the mill with 2 stainless steel bolts. The one on the RHS
has an extended tip which completes a circuit in a microswitch. Please do not lose
these bolts !.
The electric mill has an online RCD device for safety. Once plugged in, this should be
tested by following the instructions on the back of the RCD.
The electric mill is switched on using the white rocker switch, and switched off using
the red button. The mill can only be switched on again by releasing the red button.

Washing
5.
6.

Wash mud, leaves, slugs etc off your apples in a tub of clean water, changing the
water as it gets dirty. (NB Leaves have a tendency to block the mill screen).
Use the sieving bucket to scoop your apples out of the washing tub, and to straight
into the mill hopper.

Milling
7.

You must ensure that the mill is turned on before feeding any apples into it, otherwise
it may jam and get damaged. The small mill also does not like a bucketful of apples
being poured into it at a time. Feed the apples in a slow and steady trickle, keeping
any eye on how they are milling.
8. Donʼt overload and DONʼT PUT YOUR HANDS DOWN THE HOPPER ! Use the blue
plastic pipe to push apples down if necessary.
9. Should jamming occur, stop the mill immediately using the red button; disconnect the
power supply; remove the hopper; unblock; then reassemble and start again.
10. Collect the pulp in the yellow bucket.
Pressing
11. The wooden basket sits in the middle of the stainless steel collecting tray, with the net
bag inside it.
12. Fill the net bag with pulp to the top of the basket, then put the round pressing disc on
top and the wooden bearing block on top of that.
13. Wind the screw down onto the bearing block using the metal bar...and watch the juice
flow !
14. Collect the juice in a bucket which fits under the collecting tray.
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